
WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (No.9/93)

1.   Alfred Clancy, Occupational Hygienist of EMO talks about the link
     between cellular telephones and the cause of cancer
          In the interview arranged by OPA, Mr Clancy talked to HK Economic
          Times (9/2), ATV's News Magazine (Chinese) (25/2) and Monday
          Monitor (29/2). He said there was no strong evidence linking the
          radiation from cellular phones to cancer.

2.   UST students participate in the 10th Inter Post-Secondary College
     Debate
          Young Post of SCMP (15/2) reported briefly on this debate.

3.   HK business students on overseas study tour
          SCMP (15/2) reported that the HK Federation of Business Students
          would send 80 HK business students to study and live in some Asian
          countries in the coming summer. Members of the HKFBS include UST
          business students.

4.   "Learning to live with the bottom line"
          In his article with this above title in the SCMP (16/2), Dr K Y
          Tam of BINF talked about information technology investment.

5.   Russian expert on X-ray 'lens'
          Six papers, including Ta Kung Pao (17/2), Sing Pao (17/2), Ming
          Pao (17/2), the Express (18/2), Sing Tao Daily (19/2) and Wah Kiu
          Yat Po (26/2), picked up our feature on visiting professor, Prof
          Muradin Kumakhov and his research on X-ray 'lens'.

6.   "A Rolls-Royce style university campus is better than a Ford one"
          In a report on the Eagle Star Inter-Collegiate English Debating
          Contest 1993, Young Post of SCMP (18/2) said the motion for the
          final was "A Rolls-Royce style unversity campus is better than a
          Ford one". The paper noted that this motion referred to the UST
          construction cost overrun.

7.   UST seminars at Education and Careers Expo '93
          The Standard (18/2) reported on the exhibition and noted that USA

          was to present 4 seminars during the event.

8.   Prospects of unversity graduates
          In a feature on this topic in Ming Pao (20/2), the writer reviewed
          the development of tertiary institutions in HK. UST was also
          mentioned.

9.   Dr Leonard Cheng of FNEC talks about the devaluation of RMB in China
          Dr Cheng was interviewed by HK Economic Times (22/2) on the topic.

10.  Prof Gregory Chow talks about economics
          In a 4-part interview with Prof Chow, a visiting scholar, by HK
          Economic Journal (22, 23, 24 and 25/2), Prof Chow talked about his
          academic life, the development of economic research and the
          economic development of China.

11.  UST counter at Education and Careers Expo '93
          Young Post of SCMP (23/2) published a picture of the UST counter
          at the event.



12.  Prof Hong Hsu and Dr C C Choi of HUMA comment on the Govt's proposal to
     move the Public Records Office
          In a feature written by Prof Hsu and Dr Choi for Wah Kiu Yat Po
          (24/2), they criticised the Govt. for its proposal to move the PRO
          from the urban area to Tuen Mun. They said it would be very
          inconvenient for researchers. They also worried about the ways the
          documents were being kept.

13.  Citibank donates $7.5M to UST
          Two more papers, Sing Pao (25/2) and Oriental Daily (26/2),
          reported the dedication ceremony which was held on 9/2.

Note :
This review is based on newspaper clippings on UST received within the week.
Enquiries and suggestions can be made to Office of Public Affairs (ext. 6305
or ext. 6306). A set of the clippings is available in the Reference Section
of the Library (where items may be photocopied if desired). This review is
for information only. All information recorded here is as reported in the
original articles. Names and terms are translated from the Chinese as best
we are able when official translations are not immediately available.


